their finish seeding. Good Luck, Bill.

Members I'd like to see at meetings - Dave Griffiths, Merle Russill, the rest of the Monterey Bay Bunch, Tom Thatcher, All Mooser and YOU!

Effective May 1, 1979 Rohnert Park Golf Course will be managed By California Golf. Eighteen holes are opened to the public with an additional eighteen to open this fall. Hope to have meeting there soon. Sam Singh will oversee both courses. The new course will be quite challenging, yet fair to the average golfer.

HELP!! You with the interesting stories or experiences--share your trials and tribulations with the other members of the organization. You haven't been exactly beating down any doors. I don't expect any "scoops" or "stop the presses" type of information. Anything of general interest will do. Thanks to the few that did spend some time at their desk! Anyone interested in writing a monthly column or squib, let us know. Enough of this--see you at Incline Village, Hopefully. Ken Sakai

+--------------------------------+

Grady Simril says Remember at out meeting June 8, 1979 at Incline Village we will renew our golf match with Sierra Nevada. There is a trophy that was presented by Scotts Proturf, thanks to Phillip E. Dellner (1976) Northern California has two (2) wins on the trophy.

+--------------------------------+

WANTED GOLF COURSE MECHANIC

Dixon Lanting Golf Club, Milpitas, California
PLEASE CONTACT Bill Nigh 408 262-1360

+--------------------------------+

Richard Lavine is with Castlewood CC, Pleasanton formerly with Spyglass

+--------------------------------+

THRU THE GREEN EDITOR KEN SAKAI
Riverside Golf Course
Box 281, Coyote, CA 95013
Phone 408 463-0558

Deadline date fifteenth of each month

+--------------------------------+

If you want people to notice your faults, start giving advice. Willy Stephens